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adapted from:

Introduction: Next generation biofuels

Fairley P., Nature (2011)

Motivation

adapted from:

Genomics of tropical crop plants

Moore & Ming (2008)

70% to 80% are 

inherited entirely 

from S. officinarum

Around 10% are 

the result of 

recombination 

between 

chromosomes 

from the two 

ancestral species.

10% to 20% of their 

chromosomes are 

inherited in their entirety 

from S. spontaneum
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Information Technology Applied to Bioenergy

Genomics: Probabilistic Annotation using 

Artificial Intelligence
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Goal

unknown known

Information Technology Applied to Bioenergy

Genomics: Probabilistic Annotation using 

Artificial Intelligence

The aim is to develop user-friendly 

software to rationally guess the 

biological functions of genes from 

sugarcane
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Goal

unknown known

Information Technology Applied to Bioenergy

Genomics: Probabilistic Annotation using 

Artificial Intelligence

We propose to estimate the probability:

p = P(gene X has function A | evidence E)

instead of just saying gene X is A.
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Goal

unknown known

Information Technology Applied to Bioenergy

Genomics: Probabilistic Annotation using 

Artificial Intelligence

We propose to estimate the probability:

p = P(gene X has function A | evidence E)

instead of just saying gene X is A.

modelling quantitative and 

qualitative uncertainty
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reconciled

(or not)

gene tree

genes and

anotations in 

“xml” format

SIFTER

Example of annotation of genes from a given protein family:

a7ryr2_nemve 0.9960239633105679 0.07628977950793243 0.07950043523590085 4948

b3rjg4_triad 0.9819255688728563 0.15671589849437728 0.15943461283254143 4948 

probabilistic

Gene Ontology

annotations

for all genes in

protein family
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Starting Point for Improvement

queue
protein
family

recover
annotation for 
known genes

recover multiple
alignment for 
protein family

gene tree
generation

gene tree

genes and
anotations in 
“xml” format

Fast Tree
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Current Results

queue
protein
family

recover
annotation for 
known genes

recover multiple
alignment for 
protein family

gene tree
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nucleotide
sequence

6 frames 
translation

recover protein
families list
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genes and
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pfam_scan
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Muscle
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Current Results

queue
protein
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Current Results

queue
protein
family

recover
annotation for 
known genes

recover multiple
alignment for 
protein family

gene tree
generation

queue
protein

sequence

queue
nucleotide
sequence

6 frames 
translation

recover protein
families list

species tree
generation

reconciled
gene tree

genes and
anotations in 
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recover multiple
alignment for 
protein family

We are working on a non-

redundant alternative, enabling us 

to change this step to “data 

preparation” step.
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Current Results

queue
protein
family

recover
annotation for 
known genes
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protein family

gene tree
generation
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protein
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queue
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generation
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genes and
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•One of the greatest speedups.

•Turned some time consuming analysis feasible.

•Less processor and disk access overhead.
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Current Results

queue
protein
family

recover
annotation for 
known genes

recover multiple
alignment for 
protein family

gene tree
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sequence

6 frames 
translation

recover protein
families list

species tree
generation
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genes and
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“xml” format

gene tree
generation

Nice speedups using coarse-

grained parallelization.
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Plans

adapted from:

Microsoft Biology Foundation v2.0 

Training Material (Module 06)
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Python scripting 

environment



Expected Results

Information Technology:

- automatic probabilistic  functional 

annotation tool

- “technology transfer” from bioenergy

to global health

Sequence (re)annotation: 

- pathogenic bacteria genome (Leifsonia xyli xyli)

- cellulitic fungi genome (Neurospora crassa)

useful “sandboxes”

- sugarcane expressed genome (SUCEST 2001)

- sugarcane genome (what is available 2012)
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BioInformatics

Easy to use
Lightweight
Broader public



http://research.microsoft.com/

http://bioenfapesp.org/
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http://labpib.fmrp.usp.br
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